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Introduction

Imagine walking into your local pharmacy, 
attempting to obtain medication, and being 

refused. Not because you have an invalid 
prescription or potentially dangerous 

interaction with another medication you take, 
but because of the pharmacist’s personal beliefs.
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Imagine walking into your local pharmacy, attempting to obtain medication, and being refused. Not because you have an invalid 
prescription or potentially dangerous interaction with another medication you take, but because of the pharmacist’s personal beliefs.  
Unfortunately, for a growing number of women in our country, this scenario is a reality.  While the vast majority of pharmacists are 
professionals who want to serve their patients’ health needs, there are pharmacists who refuse to provide medication not because of 
legitimate medical or professional reasons, but because of personal beliefs.    

Refusals in the pharmacy have centered primarily, though not exclusively, on access to emergency contraception (eC), otherwise known 
as the morning-after pill or Plan B®. eC is a time-sensitive drug that prevents pregnancy and is most effective in the first 12 to 24 hours 
after birth control failure, unprotected sex, or sexual assault.  in august 2006, the Food and Drug administration approved eC for non-
prescription use by women 18 and older.  Despite the FDa’s decision to make eC more available, refusals based on personal beliefs are 
still a problem.  Non-prescription eC is kept behind the counter, so even women who do not need a prescription must interact with 
pharmacists or other pharmacy staff who may have strong personal beliefs against providing the drug.  Since non-prescription eC arrived 
in pharmacies, a number of refusal incidents have been reported.  

But it is not just eC that pharmacists are refusing to provide to women.  Pharmacists are also refusing to fill prescriptions for regular 
birth control.  these refusals can have devastating consequences for women’s health.  access to contraception is critical to preventing 
unintended pregnancies, to enabling women to control the timing and spacing of their pregnancies, and to protecting women’s health 
and their ability to bear healthy children.  also, women rely on prescription contraceptives for a range of medical reasons in addition to 
birth control, such as amenorrhea, dysmenorrhea, and endometriosis.  

Addressing Refusals through State Pharmacy Boards
every state has a pharmacy board, which is a government agency created by law.  it is usually part of a larger agency, such as the state 
Department of Health or Department of Commerce and Consumer affairs.    

State pharmacy boards have various powers and 
responsibilities, which are determined by their own 
rulemaking and by the state legislature.  State pharmacy 
boards set standards for the practice of pharmacy 
through regulations, licensing, and discipline.  Pharmacy 
boards issue pharmacist and pharmacy licenses and 
permits.  they educate consumers.  Boards assure 
compliance with state pharmacy laws and regulations 
and investigate any violations.  Punishment for violations 
of pharmacy laws and regulations can include fines, 
suspensions, licensing conditions, or other discipline.  

Because of all they can do, pharmacy boards wield 
enormous power over pharmacies and pharmacists 
licensed in the state.  Pharmacists must abide by rules 
and policies adopted by the board, or face discipline.  
turning to state pharmacy boards is therefore one of the 
best ways to address the growing problem of refusals in 
the pharmacy.  the boards are often easier to approach 
and act more quickly than the legislature.  in addition, 
state pharmacy boards may view it as their duty to get 
involved, since they are responsible for regulating the 
practice of pharmacy in the state.  in fact, state pharmacy 
boards, not state legislatures, have been at the forefront 
of the issue.  So far, pharmacy boards in 12 states have 
taken action to ensure patient access to medication at 
the pharmacy, while only 2 state legislatures have done 
so.1  

Your state pharmacy board can become involved in the 
issue of pharmacist refusals in a number of ways.  it can 
pass new regulations or policies to protect women’s 
access to contraception in the pharmacy; interpret 
existing laws or regulations in a patient-protective 
manner; review complaints of refusals and impose 
discipline; and enforce existing proactive laws or policies.  
each of these options, and others, will be explored in 
more depth in the sections that follow.

Pros 

Pharmacy boards have considerable authority  �
over pharmacists and pharmacies. this means that 
pharmacists must take rules and policies adopted by the 
pharmacy board very seriously.

the board may believe that it is more suited to take up  �
this issue and therefore can be more likely to do so than 
the legislature or another state official.  

Pharmacy boards are usually easier to approach and can  �
act more quickly on a topic than state legislators.

there are many options available to pharmacy boards  �
that want to take action on the issue of refusals.  

Cons

Pharmacy boards may be hesitant to tackle issues they  �
view as controversial, preferring to leave that to the 
legislature. 

You are likely to encounter ideological differences  �
among pharmacy board members just as you would 
among legislators.

Pharmacists may resist action by the pharmacy board on  �
this topic more actively than they would resist action by 
the legislature.

Pharmacists are more likely to oppose any act that could  �
be construed as limiting their practice.
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A Guide to the Toolkit
this toolkit is intended to serve as a guide for advocates to work with the state board of pharmacy on the issue of refusals in the pharmacy.  
as an advocate, you can play a key role in fostering pharmacy board action.   You can approach the pharmacy board to encourage it to 
create a policy or regulation that protects women’s access to contraception at the pharmacy.  if that is not possible, you may be able to 
get the board to take disciplinary measures against refusing pharmacists or put in place other patient-protective provisions.  You also 
can work with the pharmacy board on other measures that improve women’s access to contraception at the pharmacy.  the toolkit will 
explain how to achieve these goals.

this toolkit is organized into six basic sections. 

Section 1: Assessing Whether Your State Pharmacy Board is Likely to Take a Position on the Issue of Refusals  in the Pharmacy 

this section focuses on how you can obtain more information on the pharmacy board in your state and how you can assess whether your 
board might be open to taking action on the refusal issue.  

Section 2:  What to Do if You Have a Non-Receptive Board 

after assessing the board, you might decide that it is not interested in working with you on this issue.  it may even be hostile.  Yet a non-
receptive board does not rule out action on the issue.  this section describes actions you can take when faced with a board that does not 
seem interested in working with advocates or that may be hostile to the issue.  

Section 3:  Actions You Can Encourage Your Pharmacy Board to Take  

this section of the toolkit will focus on the powers of the pharmacy board in acting to ensure patient access to medication at the 
pharmacy.  this section explores three options: (1) administrative rulemaking; (2) issuing policy or interpretive guidance; (3) investigating 
and resolving complaints.  this section explains these options in depth, offering the pros and cons of each to help you decide which 
might be best for your state.  

Section 4: Methods and Tips for Approaching Your Board

this section will walk you through different methods for approaching the pharmacy board in your state.  these include building a broad 
coalition, gathering evidence of a problem, presenting persuasive arguments to the board, and using the media.

Section 5: What to Do After You Have a Law, Rule, or Policy on Refusals in the Pharmacy

if you are successful in convincing the state pharmacy board to pass a rule or policy to protect patient access to medication, your work 
with the pharmacy board is not over.  this section details additional action steps possible once a rule or policy is in place.  this section 
also is relevant to advocates in states where the legislature has passed a law governing the issue.

Section 6: Other Things You Can Ask Your Board to Do

this section walks you through options that are not focused directly on refusals, but would protect patient access to contraception.  
these options should be considered by advocates in states where pharmacy boards are friendly but reluctant to directly take on the issue 
of refusals.  these options also are relevant to those states where a law, rule, or policy is in place, but advocates want to continue working 
with the board to improve patient protections.  

Appendices: 

appendix a provides a list of states that have taken a position on pharmacist refusals, with details on the position and how it was passed, 
whether by the pharmacy board or state legislature.

appendix B explains the elements of a model “duty to dispense” rule or policy.

appendix C is a sample complaint to the pharmacy board in the event of a refusal.

appendix D is a list and description of resources.
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Pharmacy Board Action on Refusals
Step 1: Is your pharmacy board likely to act in a proactive way?  Section 1 will help you assess your 
pharmacy board to find out.
if no, proceed to Step 2.  

if yes, proceed to Step 3. 

Step 2: If you have a non-receptive board, see Section 2 for advice on monitoring pharmacy board 
action, working to get new members on the board, and approaching other state officials.  

Step 3: What should you ask your board to do?  Section 3 will help you decide what kind of 
pharmacy board action is most appropriate for your state.  Is it:

Passing a new regulation?•	

Passing a policy or interpretive guidance?•	

Responding to a complaint?•	

once you have figured out which action you would like to pursue, go to Step 4.

Step 4: How should you approach the board and convince it to take action?  See Section 4 for 
advice on steps to take before reaching out to the board, including coalition building, finding 
evidence of refusals, developing your best arguments, and using the media.    

Step 5: What happens after you get a law, rule, or policy ensuring that patients can obtain 
their medication at the pharmacy?  Your work is not over.  Section 5 explains what steps 
you can take to guarantee continued patient protection.

Step 6:  What else can you do with the board?  Section 6 explains other “asks” that 
are not directly related to refusals, but will go far in protecting patient access to 
contraception.  
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Section 1:
Assessing Whether Your 
State Pharmacy Board is 
Likely to Take a Position 

on the Issue of Refusals in 
the Pharmacy 

Before approaching your pharmacy board, 
“get to know” the board members, staff, and 

board positions.
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Before approaching your pharmacy board about the issue of refusals in the pharmacy, you should “get to know” your board.  Doing 
so will help you assess how likely the board is to take action on the issue and what form the action could take.  You can get to know your 
board in different ways, including learning about board and staff members and looking for comments on the board website, in board 
newsletters, or in the press.  attempting to learn more about your state’s pharmacy board does not have to be a daunting task.  this 
section will walk you through each of these steps.

Learning About Board Members
to get to know your board, start by learning about the board members.

the pharmacy board’s website is the best place to start.  on most pharmacy board websites, 
there is a link for “Board members.” there you should find the names of board members, 
their position, and their occupation.  Some board websites also will provide background 
information on the members of the board, including their outside memberships/affiliations 
and activities and who appointed them, which can be helpful in determining how receptive 
they may be to the issue.  

if information on pharmacy board membership is not available on the website, you should 
call the board office. once you have the names of board members, you can try a basic 
internet search or ask others about their background and orientation.

Learning About Staff
in addition to learning about members of the board, it is important to have a sense of the 
professional staff working for the board.  While background information for staff may not be readily available on the board website, it is 
worth trying to gather information, by performing a basic internet search or asking about them in the community.  this is because staff 
are usually the ones handling the day-to-day operations of the board, such as drafting regulations or policies or assessing comments from 
the public about an issue.  legal counsel for the board are in a particularly important position when it comes to issuing interpretations of 
existing law or drafting new rules or regulations.  Staff therefore may have an influence in where the board comes down on the issue of 
pharmacist refusals.  For example, in Wyoming, a board member who read about a refusal incident wondered whether the board could 
discipline a refusing pharmacist. this prompted staff to draft a regulation governing refusals.2  Similarly, in your state, it may be the staff 
with whom you would work on the issue—by bringing it to a staff member’s attention, suggesting or editing language for a regulation 
or policy, or urging staff to issue an interpretation of existing law.  

Researching Board Positions that Relate to Refusals
You also should do research into board actions and positions that may relate to refusals.  look for:

any information on the topic of refusals to provide drugs, whether it is contraception or any other drug  •	

information on any conduct that a pharmacist might engage in during a refusal, such as harassment or violations of •	
confidentiality

any duties pharmacists owe to the patient •	

Finding this information will help inform you about the board’s past positions on related conduct and give you insight into how the 
board could come out on the issue of refusing to provide contraception.  it also can help bolster arguments to the board when asking it 
to act on the issue.  For example, you could find that the board has developed guidelines for pharmacists on patient confidentiality.  if 
you are filing a complaint about a refusing pharmacist who yelled at the woman or spoke loudly about emergency contraception and 
her need for it in front of other customers, you can refer to those guidelines when making a case that the pharmacist has violated the 
standard of practice.    

Website

Start by looking at the board’s website.  look at all sections of the website, to see if anything relevant to the issue of refusals appears on 
any of the pages.  For example, the North Carolina board of pharmacy posted its statement on “conscience clauses” under “Pharmacist 
FaQs” on its website.3  

You also should try the site’s “search” function.  try searching with the words “refusal” (and variations like “refuse”), “conscience,” “eC” and 
“Plan B.”  those words should lead you to any position the board has taken on the issue of refusals in the pharmacy.  Conducting that 
search on the texas pharmacy board website, for example, yielded a statement about pharmacists refusing to provide Plan B®.4  

in addition, try to think of other words that could come up in a refusal situation.  Search for words like “transfer,” “confidentiality,” “harass” 
and “fraud” in order to find other guidelines or positions that could be useful.

if there is a way to search board meeting minutes on the website, you should do so.  You might come across minutes from a pharmacy 
board meeting in which refusals or a related issue were discussed.  For example, searches of the maryland Board of Pharmacy minutes 
yielded a discussion on “conscience clauses” at its october 20, 1999 meeting, which illuminates the positions of various members of the 

TIP: 

a comprehensive list of 
all boards of pharmacy 
within the United States, 
complete with websites and 
contact information, can 
be found on the website of 
the National association of 
Boards of Pharmacy, http://
www.nabp.net/. 
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board on the topic.5  Such discussions can give insight into board members’ positions on the subject and whether the board as a whole 
has made a decision about rulemaking or policy guidance development on the subject.  

Newsletters  

State board of pharmacy newsletters contain information for pharmacists about their state’s pharmacy laws and regulations.  in the 
newsletters, boards also publish reports of pharmacist or pharmacy discipline for rule violations.  Boards also may use the newsletter to 
discuss “hot topics,” like pharmacist refusals.  

You should search the state board of pharmacy’s newsletters for anything related to refusals to provide drugs.  a few state boards of 
pharmacy have published information about refusals in their newsletters.  For example, the Delaware pharmacy board published its 
2006 policy guidance on refusals in its newsletter.6   even if you do not find a direct policy guidance or statement on refusals, you might 
find another refusal-related discussion that can give you insight into the board’s position.  For example, the arizona pharmacy board in 
its april 2006 newsletter explained its position on a refusal-related bill pending in the state legislature.7  

Just as you should search websites for information on conduct beyond actual refusals, such as harassment of customers or violations 
of confidentiality, you should search newsletters for the same types of things.  Knowing where the board stands on this conduct can be 
helpful as you move forward on refusals to provide contraception.  For example, the alabama pharmacy board in may 2001 discussed 
a case in another state, in which a pharmacist was sued by a patient for refusing to fill prescriptions for drugs other than contraception.  
the alabama pharmacy board took the case as an opportunity to outline points regarding refusals, such as the fact that “Refusals should 
never be based on bias or prejudice toward the patient . . .” and “it is always a drastic step to refuse medication to a patient. . . .”8  these 
kinds of statements can be very helpful in bolstering a request to the board to take action on the issue of refusals.   

 Press

You should conduct a general basic internet search, or if you can, a lexis Nexis or Westlaw News search in order to see if you can find any 
quotes from board or staff members in the press on the subject of refusals.  When something related to refusals happens in a state—such 
as a refusal incident or fight in the legislature over a bill—reporters often seek comment from the state pharmacy board members or 
staff.  

Statements in the press may give an indication of where the board will come out on this issue if asked to put forward a rule or adjudicate 
a complaint.  For example, after a refusal to dispense birth control happened in New Hampshire, the Foster’s Sunday Citizen ran a story 
on the topic.  the paper interviewed the executive director of the New Hampshire Board of Pharmacy, who explained that although 
pharmacists in that state can refuse to fill prescriptions, the pharmacist must refer the customer to another pharmacist or pharmacy that 
can help.9  Press reports also could indicate that the board may believe there is a need for a rule addressing the issue. one press report in 
ohio quoted the executive director of the pharmacy board as saying that refusals based on personal beliefs are not spelled out in state 
law, and “this is the problem.”10

TIP: 

Newsletters are also the place you would find any reports of discipline of pharmacists for refusing to fill a 
prescription.  

TIP: 

You can find newsletters for most states at the National association of Boards of Pharmacy website, http://
www.nabp.net/.  You also can search your state’s board of pharmacy website or contact the board for copies 
of recent issues.  

TIP:

attend board meetings.  this can be a good way to get a sense of board member and staff positions on 
women’s reproductive health.

TIP: 

try to establish and strengthen a relationship with members of the board in advance of a specific refusal 
problem.  
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Section 2:
What to Do if You Have a 

Non-Receptive Board 

If your research shows that the board is not 
receptive to developing affirmative policies to 
protect patient access, you still have options.
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If the results of your research into the state pharmacy board indicate that it is not receptive to working with advocates to develop 
affirmative policies that would protect women’s access to contraception at the pharmacy, you still have options. 

Monitor the Board’s Actions
if your board is less than enthusiastic about regulating on pharmacist refusals or indicates that it is in favor of refusals, you still should 
keep up to date on the board’s rulemaking.  You can do this by monitoring your state register, as described below, and by reading your 
state pharmacy board newsletter and/or keeping tabs via the board’s website, as described in the prior section.  

Monitoring Rulemaking

monitoring rulemaking is critical because it can alert you if the board decides to move 
forward with a rule that permits refusals and/or does not contain patient protections.  For 
example, by reading the state register, advocates learned in march 2007 that the iowa Board 
of Pharmacy was considering adopting a bad rule on pharmacist refusals. this prompted 
them to organize and submit comments to the board, which helped convince the board to 
withdraw the proposal.11  

typically, any notice regarding changes in existing regulations or proposals for new 
regulations will be in a state “register,” which is a guide to administrative rulemaking in your 
state.  Registers are generally published every two weeks or so.  in order to stay abreast of 
what your state’s pharmacy board is doing, be sure to get on the notification list for alerts 
when regulations are formed and announced.  the register also will provide notice about 
comment periods and relevant hearings. 

alerts are either electronic or via postal mail.  Usually you can sign up for these lists through 
the pharmacy board website, or you can request to be on a list by writing to your board.  
States may even have an online version of their register that you can access. For example, maryland maintains an online version of its 
register.12    

 Influence Board Membership
advocates may be able to influence board membership, which could change a hostile board to a friendly one.  First, check to see if there 
are vacancies on your state board of pharmacy.  also check to see if any terms are about to expire.  

You will need to learn about the appointment process and the makeup of the board, as described below.  Check the board’s website for 
this information.  if this information is not available on the board’s website, look to state statutes and administrative codes that govern 
the practice of pharmacy.  Usually there is a link to these statutes and codes on the pharmacy board website.  

Learn About the Appointment Process

if a vacancy exists or is forthcoming, you should find out how members are selected.  Some states require appointment by the governor; 
some states allow the state pharmacist association to nominate members; in others members are elected by ballot; and in some, there is 
a role for the legislature.   in montana, for example, members of the pharmacy board are appointed by the governor with confirmation 

TIP: 

Check on whether the 
legislature or governor has 
a role in the rulemaking 
process.  if so, and if they 
are friendly to the issue, you 
could seek their assistance 
in stopping a bad proposed 
rule.  

TIP: 

if you find that the board has proposed a rule that permits refusals and/or does not contain patient 
protections, do not assume that the board members are hostile or have bad intentions.  as Sharon 
Breitweiser, executive Director of NaRal Pro-Choice Wyoming found when dealing with the Wyoming 
state pharmacy board, they were not hostile, they just had not thought through the long-term, possibly 
unintended consequences of various actions.

TIP: 

the National association of Boards of Pharmacy publishes an annual Survey of Pharmacy law, which 
includes a breakdown of each state’s board of pharmacy membership, including the number of pharmacist 
and public members, requirements for those members, and term length and limits.  there is a fee charged 
to access the Survey (see appendix D for more information), but the National Women’s law Center has a 
copy, and can provide technical assistance.
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by the state senate for up to two-five year terms.13 Your state may even have a general application for appointed positions.14  Given the 
political situation in your state, you can decide whether you can influence the process. 

Learn About the Required Makeup of the Board

once you know the process and whether there are vacancies currently or in the near future, you can work to get sympathetic pharmacists 
on the board.  Depending on the state, boards can have different types of practicing pharmacists.  the maryland Board of Pharmacy, 
for example, includes two acute care hospital pharmacists, two independent pharmacists, two pharmacists that work in chain store 
pharmacies, two at- large pharmacists, one pharmacist that works in home care services, and one pharmacist that works in long-term 
care.15  Getting pharmacists concerned about patient protections appointed to the board will require you to identify and develop 
relationships with those pharmacists, so you can champion their appointment.

Depending on your state, you also may be able to get non-pharmacists on the board.  Some states require that a pharmacy board have 
“citizen members” who are not pharmacists by training and have no relation to the practice of pharmacy or a financial interest except as 
a consumer.16  in arkansas, for example, two members of the Board must be citizen members: one must represent consumers while the 
other must be at least sixty years old in order to represent senior citizens.  the citizen members are appointed from the state at large and 
confirmed by the state senate.17  

Approach Another State Official
Depending on the political climate in your state, you might want to explore the idea of not going to the pharmacy board.  instead, you 
could approach either the governor or the state attorney general in order to address the issue of refusals.  You also could focus more 
locally, asking the city council or other local officials to take action for your particular area.   there are many possible avenues these state 
or local officials could initiate.  these include: passing an executive order; issuing an opinion interpreting existing laws in the state to 
prohibit refusals; conditioning city or government contracts on good policies; or initiating emergency rulemaking on the topic.  

For example:

on april 1, 2005, prompted by several refusal incidents, illinois Governor Blagojevich •	
compelled the Department of Financial and Professional Regulation to issue an 
emergency regulation requiring retail pharmacies in the state to fill prescriptions for 
contraception without delay.18  after subsequent review by a legislative committee, 
the rule became permanent.  

in august 2005, the austin City Council passed a measure to require Walgreens, the •	
city’s pharmaceutical contractor, to fill all contraceptive prescriptions for patients 
enrolled in its medical assistance program “without discrimination or delay.”19  

in march 2006, the Connecticut Comptroller requested a ruling from the state •	
attorney general that the state health insurance plan for 188,000 state employees and retirees should no longer cover 
prescriptions at Wal-mart unless it agreed to stock emergency contraception.  the attorney general so ruled, and the Comptroller 
sent a letter to Wal-mart telling the retail chain that it would be dropped from the state insurance plan unless it began stocking 
eC in the state.  Wal-mart agreed to stock eC in Connecticut.20

if you are interested in pursuing any of these options, the National Women’s law Center can help you to figure out whether the laws and 
rules in your state can be used in these ways.   

Continue to Bring Attention to the Issue 
You should look to Section 4 for ways to gather evidence of refusals and continue to bring attention to the issue of pharmacist refusals 
in your state.  

Work with the Pharmacy Board on Other Things
if your board seems hostile only to acting on refusals specifically, but might be open to other ideas, see Section 6.

TIP: 

Refer to Section 3 for an 
explanation of emergency 
rulemaking.  

TIP: 

if you can work with the pharmacy board on other issues, such as a pharmacy patient’s bill of rights or 
pharmacist education and training, and establish a good working relationship, you might be able to work 
with them later on the issue of refusals.
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Section 3:
Actions You Can 

Encourage Your Pharmacy 
Board to Take 

Your board has many options to ensure women 
are not denied access to contraception at the 

pharmacy.
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Your pharmacy board has a variety of responsibilities and powers.  there are many options at its disposal to make sure women are not 
denied access to contraception at the pharmacy.  these include:

initiating rulemaking•	

Developing position statements or policy guidance•	

adjudicating complaints and imposing sanctions•	

this section will walk you through each of these options and help you to decide what is most appropriate for you to pursue with your 
board.

Rulemaking
Rulemaking is the process by which an administrative 
law—known as a regulation or rule—is created.  State 
pharmacy boards pass rules to “fill in” existing laws, 
govern the practice of pharmacy, and provide specific 
guidance for pharmacists and pharmacies.   Regulations 
and rules have the force of law.

What is the Goal with Rulemaking?

if rulemaking is the appropriate option for your state, 
you should try to get a rule that ensures a woman 
access to contraception in the pharmacy and that 
protects women in the event that a pharmacist refuses 
to dispense a medication.  appendix B describes the 
ideal elements that should be included in such a “duty 
to dispense” rule.  

in the event that your pharmacy board is not willing to 
pass a rule focused on refusals or has a rule or policy 
that permits refusals, you could seek other rules that 
would protect patients in other ways, such as non-
discrimination or stocking provisions. these other 
rulemaking “asks” are reviewed in Section 6.  

How Do I Learn About My State Board’s Rulemaking Powers?

the process for administrative agency rulemaking is 
usually available within your state’s administrative 
Procedures act.  a state administrative Procedures act 
(aPa) lays out the process by which agencies take action.  
these laws should be available on your state legislative 
website, the pharmacy board website, or through a legal 
research engine such as lexis Nexis or Westlaw.  You also 
can do a basic internet search with the state name and 
“administrative procedures act.”  the aPa explains when 
a rule can be initiated and the process by which it moves 
from proposed to final rule.  You also should check the 
laws and rules governing your state’s pharmacy board, 
for additional information about rulemaking specific to 
the board of pharmacy.  

How Can Advocates Initiate Rulemaking?

there is a role for advocates in initiating rulemaking with 
the board of pharmacy.  First, advocates can approach 
the board about the need for a rule on the issue of 
pharmacist refusals.  it is important to note, however, 
that pharmacy boards have been resistant to initiate 

Pros 

a rule or regulation has the force of law.  the pharmacy  �
board has a responsibility to enforce laws governing 
the practice of pharmacy.  Pharmacies and pharmacists 
must abide or face disciplinary proceedings.

the rulemaking process allows public comment by  �
individuals and organizations.  Not only does this give 
advocates a chance to shape the rule, but also gives 
advocates a chance to educate and rally the public so 
that their voice is heard. 

it may be difficult to convince the pharmacy board it  �
needs to initiate rulemaking.  State pharmacy boards 
have been resistant to pursuing rulemaking on refusals 
unless there is proof that refusals are occurring. advocates 
may need to first file a complaint or bring some other 
evidence of the problem to the pharmacy board.  

Cons

Rulemaking involves numerous steps, including drafting  �
and public comment, so the end result could be quite 
different from the original proposal.  a proactive refusal 
rule could turn into one that permits refusals without 
patient protections.   

the rulemaking process can take a very long time. �

Depending on the state, the legislature or governor may  �
have final say on a rule. 

the other side has a chance to weigh in, so it is important  �
for proponents of a rule to ensure they are well-organized 
and prepared to respond.

if there is a lot of attention and controversy over a  �
proposed rule, the pharmacy board could get nervous 
and drop it altogether.

TIP: 

Contact NWlC! the National Women’s law Center can help you find the laws governing rulemaking in your 
state.
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rulemaking unless there is a demonstrated need for the board to address the issue.  Section 4 provides tips for bringing evidence to the 
board about refusals and arguments you can marshal to convince the board to undertake rulemaking.    

Second, citizens—including individuals or associations—may be able to formally request that the pharmacy board develop new rules.  
this is through a petition or “petition rulemaking.”  For example, in Virginia, any “person”21 may petition the board of pharmacy at any 
time to develop a new rule or to amend an existing one.22  Similarly, in montana, an “interested person” may petition for the adoption, 
amendment or repeal of rules.23  although it will vary by state, each state that allows petition rulemaking will have a process by which 
the board must consider the petition and respond.  Some state procedures provide guidance for the board in its consideration of a 
petition.  For example, the New Hampshire Pharmacy Board specifically bases its decisions on whether a petition for a rule is consistent 
with established standards for the practice of pharmacy and licensees of the board, whether it lacks rulemaking authority, or whether it 
is contrary to legislative intent.24

What is the Rulemaking Process?

once rulemaking has been initiated a series of stages ensue.  these stages vary by state but typically consist of: (1) notice to the public 
that a regulation is being considered or changed; (2) proposal of the regulation; (3) a comment period and/or a hearing, and (4) release 
of the final regulation and publishing.  the typical life cycle for creation of a rule can vary.  in Virginia, for example, the regulatory process 
for rulemaking lasts about eighteen months.25  

Notice to the Public

the first stage of rulemaking usually is notice to the public.  this stage serves to alert the public to the fact that the board is considering a 
new rule or an amendment to an existing rule.  the board usually will need to explain why it decided to initiate rulemaking on this subject 
and how the public can get involved.  in Washington, for example, agencies are required to prepare a statement for the public at least 30 
days prior to initiating proposed rulemaking. among other things, the notice must discuss “why rules on this subject may be needed and 
what they might accomplish” and specify “the process by which interested parties can effectively participate in the decision to adopt a 
new rule and formulation of a proposed rule before its publication.”26  

Text of Rule Published 

the second stage provides the public with the full text of the rule and more details about it. idaho, for example, requires that the agency 
publish notice of proposed rulemaking in the register, which must include a statement describing the rule, the fiscal impact, the text of 
the proposed rule, the location, date, and time of any public hearings, the manner in which persons may make written comments on the 
proposed rule, and the deadline for public comments.27

Public Comment and Hearings

the next stage is the public comment and hearing stage, in which the public can have a voice in shaping the rule and expressing 
support or disapproval.  Usually public comment takes the form of written comments, but states also may allow public hearings.  Some 
states require hearings only if there are requests from the public for one.  For example, the 
Utah administrative Procedures act requires a public hearing if ten interested persons or an 
interested association with more than 10 members requests one in writing within 15 days of 
the proposed rule’s publication.28

Rule Finalized

the last stage occurs when the final text is prepared and published.  Note that some states 
require the legislature or the governor to approve rules before they become final.  in oklahoma, 
for example, the governor has 45 days after receiving a rule to approve or disapprove it; 
if the governor disapproves a rule, it does not become effective, unless approved by the 
legislature.29

Examples of State Pharmacy Boards that Have Engaged in Rulemaking on the Refusal Issue and the 
Role Advocates Played

in august 2005, the •	 Wyoming Board of Pharmacy gave notice of intended 
rulemaking on the issue of pharmacist refusals and asked for public comment.  the 
rule would have allowed pharmacists to refuse to dispense prescriptions based on 
personal beliefs without adequate patient protections.  advocates learned of the 
rule and organized.  the board received more than 100 letters objecting to the rule 

TIP: 

it is critical to know ahead 
of time whether your state’s 
rulemaking process allows 
the legislature or governor 
to reject the rule.  You don’t 
want to put in the work of 
getting a patient-protective 
rule approved by the board 
without a sense of what 
your governor or legislature 
is likely to do.  Check your 
state law!  

TIP:

You might be able to submit written comments on-line. Virginia, for example, has a website that allows you 
to submit on-line comments about regulatory changes.  http://www.townhall.state.va.us/ 
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and not a single letter in support.32  twenty 
people testified against the rule at the Board’s 
public hearing.  at its october 2005 board 
meeting, the Wyoming Board of Pharmacy 
rejected the proposal.  in doing so, the Board 
referred to the overwhelmingly negative 
public comments received from advocates 
and state groups.

in September 2005, the •	 Nevada Board of 
Pharmacy began exploring rulemaking on 
the issue of pharmacist refusals.  it initially 
proposed a draft rule that would have 
permitted pharmacists to refuse, without 
adequate patient protections.  advocates, 
state legislators, and other interested persons 
got involved, providing oral testimony at board 
meetings, submitting written testimony to 
the board, suggesting new language to board 
staff, and urging the board to amend or drop 
its proposal.  in December 2005, the Nevada 
board of pharmacy agreed to abandon its 
proposal, specifically citing the negative 
public response.33  instead, the board adopted 
a rule permitting a pharmacist to decline to fill 
a prescription only for professional reasons.34  

after seeking views of the Washington State •	
Pharmacy association and advocates, in april 
2006, the Washington Board of Pharmacy 
formally decided to pursue rulemaking 
on the issue of pharmacist refusals.  at a 
subsequent board meeting, it adopted a 
rule giving significant leeway to pharmacists to refuse to fill prescriptions.  Washington Governor Christine Gregoire sent a 
letter to the pharmacy board strongly opposing the draft rule and urging the board to develop different rules.35  the state 
board then received nearly 2,500 letters, calls, and emails about the draft rule, with all but 33 opposing them.36  the board 
eventually adopted a compromise rule, modeled after one submitted to the board by the key stakeholders, including the 
governor, representatives from the state pharmacy association, a leading pharmacist from the state’s school of pharmacy, 
Planned Parenthood of Western Washington, and the Northwest Women’s law Center.37  the board held public hearings on 
the compromise rule, which requires pharmacies to deliver medication to consumers.  the rule was formally adopted in april 
2007.38 

advocates monitoring the •	 Iowa state register learned in march 2007 that the iowa Board of Pharmacy was considering adopting 
a rule on pharmacist refusals. the rule would have allowed pharmacists to refuse, without sufficient patient protections.  
advocates organized and, after receiving over 300 comments objecting to the rule, the board withdrew the proposal.39  

Issuing Declaratory Rulings or Policy Guidance
Pharmacy boards also have the power to issue informal statements or declarations that interpret their existing laws and regulations and 
set out guidelines for pharmacies and pharmacists.  While these do not have the force of law, they provide guidance about the standard 
of practice.  they cannot be the basis for disciplinary proceedings, but can be used to inform disciplinary actions for violations of other 
laws.  

if the pharmacy board in your state is resistant to undertaking formal rulemaking or you anticipate problems with the rulemaking 
process, a statement or guidance from the pharmacy board might be a better option.  it also could lay a foundation for a continued effort 
to create a rule.  For example, the Delaware Board of Pharmacy first issued a policy, and then adopted a rule on the issue.40  

Emergency Rulemaking

most states allow “emergency” rulemaking, which is a 
way to bypass the regular lengthy rulemaking process.  
emergency rules become effective almost immediately.  
However, many states have a high threshold for what they 
consider an “emergency.”  New Hampshire is typical in 
requiring the agency to find “that an imminent peril to the 
public health or safety requires the adoption of a rule with 
less notice than is required.”30  Some states may be even 
more limited.  montana, for example, says, “an emergency 
rule may be adopted only in circumstances that truly 
and clearly constitute an existing imminent peril to the 
public health, safety, or welfare that cannot be averted or 
remedied by any other administrative act.”31  

most states allow for challenges to the rules, either before 
the rule is in place—such as a challenge to the “emergency” 
justification—or after-the fact.    

emergency rules are temporary, staying in effect only for a 
short period of time.  after that, an agency must proceed 
with the regular rulemaking process in order to adopt a 
permanent rule on the subject.  

TIP: 

once guidelines are in place, you might find that you do not need a rule.  in New York, after the pharmacy 
board passed guidelines on the issue of refusals, it designed a process for self-monitoring and responding to 
refusal incidents.  Family Planning advocates of New York State has not found a need to pursue rulemaking 
or a more formal complaint process with the board.  the profession has acted to resolve isolated incidents 
and educate other pharmacists so that problems do not arise repeatedly.
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What is the Basis for these “Statements” or “Guidance”?

on the topic of refusals in the pharmacy, boards have 
issued two types of informal statements.  

the first is an interpretation of existing law.  this was 
the approach taken by the massachusetts Board of 
Pharmacy, which responded to a letter asking about 
pharmacists’ responsibilities to dispense medication.  the 
pharmacy board issued a letter explaining that existing 
law requires pharmacists to fill valid prescriptions.41

the second type consists of position statements issued 
by boards that do not rest on interpretations of existing 
law.  these usually note that there is no provision in 
existing law governing the issue of refusals, but that 
the pharmacy board feels it is necessary to provide 
guidelines for pharmacists and pharmacies who 
may find themselves in such a circumstance.  these 
position statements then detail practice guidelines for 
pharmacists and pharmacies in refusal situations.  For 
example, the New York State Board of Pharmacy issued 
practice guidelines to supervising pharmacists on the 
question of refusals, laying out the board’s general 
analysis.42    

How Can Advocates Play a Role?

advocates can ask or petition the board of pharmacy 
to issue policy guidelines or a statement about the 
problem of refusals.  this can be done informally, 
through conversations or meetings with pharmacy 
board members or staff.  it also can be done more 
formally.  in massachusetts, the board’s letter was 
issued in response to a written inquiry from Planned 
Parenthood of massachusetts, inc.  

other states have formal mechanisms for soliciting 
statements.  For example, oklahoma has a procedure 
whereby any person affected by the pharmacy rules can 
ask for an interpretation of a rule or its application.43  

advocates also can play a role in changing or clarifying 
existing position statements.  in oregon, for example, 
advocates were confused by elements of the oregon 
Board of Pharmacy’s position statement on refusals.  a 
broad coalition worked successfully with the board to 
clarify and make the position statement more protective 
of patient’s rights to access medication.  

Examples of Pharmacy Board Statements

eight pharmacy boards have issued interpretations or 
policy guidance on refusals in the pharmacy.  appendix 
a contains details about the content of their statements, 
as well as citations to the documents.

the •	 Alabama Board of Pharmacy published 
a statement in its February 2007 newsletter 
explaining its position on refusals and Plan B®.

Pros 

issuing declaratory rulings or policy statements is a  �
quick way for boards to offer guidance to pharmacies 
and pharmacists without having to go through the 
rulemaking process.

even though they do not have the force of law, policy  �
statements lay out the board’s expectations and can 
inform disciplinary proceedings.

Statements can easily be changed and updated. �

Working with the pharmacy board on a policy statement  �
could lay the groundwork for a rule.

if the board is willing to intervene constructively with  �
pharmacists who do not follow guidelines, there may be 
no need for a rule.

Cons

Policy statements and guidance do not have the force of  �
law.

the guidelines cannot be used as the basis for a charge  �
of professional misconduct.

the development of policy statements can take place  �
behind closed doors, without public awareness or 
input.

Boards may be resistant to issue a statement unless they  �
have proof of a problem.

most policy statements issued so far on the subject of  �
refusals are more permissive of refusals than the rules 
that have been adopted.

it is important to note that just as some boards may be 
resistant to initiating formal rulemaking, boards may 
not want to develop a position statement on the topic 
of refusals.  the National Women’s law Center asked the 
pharmacy board in one state to issue a position statement 
on refusals after a woman was refused eC.  the Board 
declined to issue a position statement, stating that it 
wanted to avoid creating “the appearance of impropriety 
or bias” in case a complaint on this topic ever comes before 
the board. 

TIP: 

Be aware that even if you play a role in getting the pharmacy board to draft guidelines, it might not be 
an open process.  Family Planning advocates of New York State found that although they were able to 
convince the New York State Board of Pharmacy to draft guidelines governing refusals, the board drew up 
the guidelines and passed them behind closed doors, without public input.
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in its march 2006 newsletter, the •	 Delaware State Board of Pharmacy published its position on pharmacist refusals. 

in 2004 the •	 Massachusetts Board of Pharmacy provided an interpretation of existing state law on refusals, in response to a 
written inquiry.  

on November 21, 2005 the •	 New York State Board of Pharmacy issued a letter to supervising pharmacists that details its analysis 
of refusals in the pharmacy, in response to questions raised about the issue. the guidelines are available on the board’s website, 
under “Current issues in Pharmacy.”

the •	 North Carolina Pharmacy Board published a policy statement in its January 2005 newsletter about the issue of refusals in 
the pharmacy.  it is now available on the board’s website, under “Pharmacist FaQs.”

the •	 Oregon Board of Pharmacy published a position statement on refusals in its November 2005 newsletter.  the board then 
clarified it in June 2006.  the statement is available on the board’s website, under “Position Statements.” 

the •	 Pennsylvania Board of Pharmacy adopted a statement of policy in october 2007. 

the •	 Texas State Board of Pharmacy posted a statement on its website about eC and refusals.

Respond to Complaints
another tool for pushing pharmacy boards to address 
the problem of pharmacist refusals is filing a formal 
complaint.  each pharmacy board has a process by which 
consumers can file complaints specifying violations of 
pharmacy laws and rules.  

What is the Goal of Filing a Complaint?

the complaint process will not result in any monetary 
gain for the consumer, but rather could result in 
sanctions against the pharmacy or pharmacist.  

Possible board actions in response to a complaint 
include: 

monetary fines against the pharmacy or •	
pharmacist

license suspension or revocation•	

mandatory education and training programs •	

Conditions or restrictions on the pharmacist’s •	
or pharmacy’s license, including a change in 
pharmacy procedures

Sanctions will redress the harm to the victim who filed 
the complaint, and help prevent future problems from 
that pharmacist or pharmacy.  the discipline also could 
have a deterrent effect among other pharmacists or 
pharmacies in the state.  Disciplinary results are made 
public by the pharmacy board—usually in the board’s 
newsletter—so other pharmacies and pharmacists will 
be put on notice.  

although the pharmacy board only investigates and 
deals with the specific complaint before it, filing a 
complaint in the case of a refusal also could show 
the pharmacy board that there is a problem not fully 
addressed by current law.  this could convince the board 
that it should adopt a policy or rule addressing refusals.   
For example, a complaint to the board after a refusal 
in North Carolina eventually led the board to adopt its 
refusal policy. 

Pros 

Complaints are fairly easy to submit. �

Pharmacy boards have to investigate and respond to  �
complaints that are filed.

Complaints may result in discipline of the refusing  �
pharmacist or pharmacy.

Complaints are a great way to get consumers involved. �

Complaints can establish the need for more patient  �
protection.

Complaints can serve as a springboard to developing a  �
position statement or rulemaking.

Cons

Refusal victims may be unwilling to file a complaint. �

it can take a long time to resolve a complaint. �

the complaint process is not usually transparent or open  �
to the public.

a complaint itself will not result in a policy or rule on  �
the issue.  Pharmacy boards limit their investigation 
and resolution to the specific incident identified in the 
complaint.

a pharmacy board may decide there was no violation  �
of law and not impose discipline on the pharmacist or 
pharmacy, especially if there is not strong language in 
existing pharmacy laws and rules.

TIP: 

if your state already has a good rule in place governing refusals, the complaint process can be useful in 
demonstrating to the pharmacy board the need for continued and vigorous enforcement.  
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What Role Can Advocates Play?

advocates can work with refusal victims to file complaints 
with the state pharmacy board.  they can assist victims in drafting complaints, alleging violations, and asking for discipline.  advocates 
are not generally permitted to file a complaint on behalf of an individual.  only a few states seem to permit another individual—such as 
a health care provider—to file on behalf of the victim.  

What is the Complaint Process?

the complaint process will vary from state to state.  the best place to start is your pharmacy board website, which may have step-by-
step instructions and forms available. Various pharmacy boards will give a consumer the option of filing electronically, by mail, or even 
by phone.  a typical complaint will ask for the complainant’s name and contact information, details about the pharmacy, including the 
name, location, and pharmacist’s name if known.  most forms then provide a blank space where you can include a detailed description 
of the refusal incident.  See appendix C for the text of a complaint that was filed after a refusal to dispense eC.

Note that anonymous complaints are accepted in a few states, but this can hamper the process. the maryland Board of Pharmacy, for 
example, notes that although a complaint can be made anonymously, “this may prevent the Board from effectively investigating and 
resolving the complaint.”44  

What Happens After A Complaint Is Filed?

after the complaint is filed, the board investigates 
the incident.  the investigation phase can be lengthy 
and in some states may take over a year to resolve.  
investigations sometimes include interviews with 
the complainant, the licensee, or other appropriate 
individuals, as well as on-site visits to the pharmacy to 
make observations.  

after the investigation, the board may make a ruling 
or it may hold a hearing.  in some states, a hearing is 
mandatory; in others, the board decides whether to 
hold a hearing; and in others one of the parties must 
request a hearing.  

it’s important to remember that a complaint could yield 
nothing, which you should think about when deciding 
whether to file one.  in one state, the National Women’s 
law Center worked with local advocates to file a complaint 
after a refusal.  there was not strong law, but advocates felt 
it was important to try to push the pharmacy board on this 
issue.  the pharmacy board adjudicated the complaint, but 
found that the pharmacist met the acceptable standard of 
care and no discipline was imposed. the complaint also 
did not spur the pharmacy board to take further action. 

TIP: 

For more information about state 
pharmacy board complaint processes, 
contact mergerWatch. they surveyed 
each state pharmacy board’s website for 
information on the complaint process. 
http://www.mergerwatch.org/ 

TIP: 

Before filing a complaint, take notice of any possible deadlines, time limits, or procedural requirements.  

TIP: 

Pay attention to which agency or department handles complaints for pharmacists and pharmacies.  For 
example, in montana it is the Department of Business Standards; in New York, the office of Professions 
within the Department of education; and in Rhode island the Board of medical licensure receives the 
complaint before forwarding it to the pharmacy board.  

although it is not necessary, it is helpful to refer to the law or 
regulation that you believe the pharmacist or pharmacy has 
violated.  although most states do not have laws or policies 
specifically governing refusals, there are many provisions 
that exist in state pharmacy laws and regulations that could 
be violated in a refusal situation.  the National Women’s law 
Center’s legal guide to refusals in the pharmacy, Don’t Take 
“No” For an Answer, explains other provisions that could be 
relevant, depending on the particular situation and laws 
of your state.  it is available at http://www.nwlc.org.  the 
National Women’s law Center also is available to assist you 
in finding the laws, regulations, and policies in your state 
that could be used in a complaint.  
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Depending on the state, the board also could file a complaint before a state administrative law Judge (alJ).  the alJ then makes a 
finding as to whether there has been a violation and recommends an appropriate remedy.  the board may then be able to accept, reject, 
or amend the alJ’s decision.  

Can Board Decisions be Appealed?

appeal of a board decision resolving a complaint varies by state and is generally governed by the state’s administrative Procedures act.  
in some states, it is possible to appeal a decision and have a case referred to the attorney general of a state, an administrative law judge, 
or state court.

Examples of Complaints on Refusals

Using the complaint process to discipline a pharmacist in the absence of a specific law governing refusals.

a complaint was brought against a pharmacist in •	 Wisconsin for refusing to transfer a prescription for contraception. although 
there was no specific law in Wisconsin governing the issue of refusals, an administrative law judge (alJ) found that the pharmacist 
violated existing regulations prohibiting unprofessional conduct.  the alJ recommended that the pharmacist be required, as a 
condition of retaining his license, to file a plan specifying “the steps he will take to ensure that a patient’s access to medication is 
not impeded by his declination(s).”  the pharmacist also was charged the cost of the disciplinary proceedings.45  the Wisconsin 
Pharmacy Board unanimously accepted these recommendations and approved the sanctions against the pharmacist. 

Using the complaint process to push the board on rulemaking.  

in •	 Washington state, advocates worked with individuals to file 9 complaints against a pharmacy that refused to stock eC.46  
the complaints alleged a violation of Washington’s existing stocking rule, which requires that a pharmacy “maintain at all times 
a representative assortment of drugs in order to meet the pharmaceutical needs of its patients.”47  according to advocates in 
the state, this helped to pressure the pharmacy board, which ultimately adopted a rule guaranteeing access to medication at 
the pharmacy.  

Using the complaint process to change pharmacy policy state- and nation-wide.

advocates in •	 Massachusetts helped three women file complaints to the state pharmacy board after they were refused eC 
at Wal-mart.  the complaint alleged that Wal-mart’s refusal to stock eC violated existing massachusetts pharmacy law.48  the 
massachusetts Pharmacy Board responded quickly, finding that the Wal-mart policy violated state law and ordered Wal-mart 
to stock and dispense eC.49  this led to a change at all Wal-marts in massachusetts and helped build momentum for a national 
effort, which was successful in getting Wal-mart to change its policy nationwide. 

TIP: 

Remember that the process for complaint resolution is state-specific.  You should check your state’s 
pharmacy laws and rules, as well as the state administrative Procedures act.  the National Women’s law 
Center is available for help in finding these laws and rules.
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Section 4:
Methods and Tips for 

Approaching Your Board 

Prepare before approaching your board 
by building coalitions, gathering evidence, 
developing your arguments, and creating a 

media strategy.
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Before approaching the board on the issue of refusals, it is important to prepare. You should build a broad coalition of advocates and 
allies, gather evidence of refusal incidents in the state, marshal your arguments, and think about how you can use the media to push 
your case.  most importantly, remember that this should not be an adversarial process. Rather, you should try to work with the board to 
address a problem that falls under its purview.  Do not assume that board members will be hostile to the issue.  try not to put them in a 
defensive position. instead, approach them in as non-confrontational a way as possible. 

Tips on Building a Broad Coalition in Your State
if you are contemplating approaching the pharmacy board about refusals, it helps to build a broad coalition first.  obviously, you should 
get traditional reproductive rights and women’s rights groups on your side.  But think about non-traditional partners, who will recognize 
that refusals are bad not just for women, but for public health generally.    

Find Non-traditional Partners

think of other groups who represent individuals that might be affected by refusals.  the press has mentioned refusals not only in the 
context of birth control, but also for HiV/aiDS drugs, drugs to treat attention deficit disorder, and cancer drugs.   For example, in Wyoming, 
the aiDS Coalition joined reproductive and women’s rights advocates in fighting against a permissive refusal policy.  more voices broaden 
the scope of the problem.  these other groups also might carry more weight with the board and have contacts that you do not have. 

Partner with Pharmacist and Pharmacy Associations  

You should reach out to the state pharmacist or pharmacy association.  it is likely that the association already has a good working 
relationship with the board and can facilitate your introduction.  For example, in New York, the executive director of the Pharmacists 
Society of the State of New York introduced Family Planning advocates of New York State to the executive secretary of the New York State 
Board of Pharmacy, which began their ongoing relationship.

the importance of reaching out to state pharmacy or pharmacist associations cannot be overstated.  these associations often are very 
influential with the state board of pharmacy.  they may play an active role in selecting pharmacy board members, influencing state 
policy, and shaping the views of members on a particular topic.  For example, before taking on the topic of refusals, the Washington state 
pharmacy board asked the state pharmacy association for its views.  later, they formed part of a working group that developed the rule 
finally accepted by the board.  the influence of these associations with the board means that having them on your side on this issue can 
greatly increase your ability to get the pharmacy board’s attention and action.

it is therefore a good idea to learn about the state pharmacists or pharmacy association just as you looked into the state board of 
pharmacy.  as with the board, you should learn about the executive staff.  You should also check the association’s website.  You can 
frequently find a link to these associations on the state pharmacy board website. 

try to figure out whether the association has taken a position on the refusal issue; some already have.  For example, the minnesota 
Pharmacists association has an issue Brief on the topic of refusals, which lays out a position supporting a pharmacist’s ability to refuse 
while at the same time protecting patient access to legally valid prescriptions.50  

You also might be able to find out the position of the state pharmacist or pharmacy association in the press.  Just as reporters seek 
statements from pharmacy board members or staff when a refusal incident or fight in the legislature over the issue occurs, they also 
often turn to these associations for comment.  For example, the executive director of the maryland Pharmacists association explained 
to a reporter that the association adopted a resolution in 1999 saying that pharmacists should not be forced to fill prescriptions that 
conflict with their personal beliefs, but that all legal prescriptions should be filled.  He explained that pharmacists with strong objections 
to dispensing eC “should try to work someplace where it won’t be an issue, like a Catholic hospital or nursing home,” rather than in a 
community pharmacy.51 

Reach Out to Other State Health Professional Groups

look beyond the state pharmacist association to see if there are other associations or groups 
of health professionals who would be interested in advocacy on this issue.  Physician groups 
in particular are likely to be receptive, since refusals can interfere with the physician-patient 
relationship.  For example, in Wyoming, reproductive rights advocates were able to secure 
the interest of the Wyoming medical Society, which helped broaden the coalition’s voice of 
authority.  

TIP: 

Partnerships with state pharmacy associations can be useful beyond the specific issue of approaching a 
board to work on refusals.  For example, the Southwest Women’s law Center has established a good working 
relationship with the New mexico Pharmacists association.  Recently, both groups served on an advisory 
committee to the New mexico Health Policy Commission to study the availability of emergency contraception 
throughout New mexico and make recommendations for the legislature to increase access.

TIP: 

encourage physician groups 
to be respectful and not 
belittle pharmacists or the 
practice of pharmacy.
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Think about State Administrative Bodies that Could Weigh In

think about other state agencies that could weigh in to help put pressure on the pharmacy board.  advocates in Washington encouraged 
the Washington State Human Rights Commission to explain its views on the subject to the board of pharmacy.  the Commission sent a 
letter to the Director of the Board of Pharmacy explaining that allowing refusals is discriminatory, unlawful, and against good public policy 
and the public interest.52  once the board proposed a draft rule allowing refusals, the Commission sent another letter explaining that 
the proposed rule violated the Washington law against Discrimination and outlining the dangers that it posed to the public health and 
human rights.53  Check to see if your state has a similar organization.  also think about contacting your state’s women’s commission.

Reach Out to Pharmacy Schools

Partner with pharmacy schools in your state.  encourage students there to lobby the pharmacy boards for policies that protect the rights 
and health of patients.  Students may have an impact on the board since they are the future of the pharmacy profession.  See appendix 
D for a website where you can find a list of pharmacy schools in your state.

Bring in National Groups

State advocates report that it can be helpful to ask a national organization, such as the National Women’s law Center, to weigh in with the 
board.  National groups often are seen by state pharmacy boards as neutral experts on this issue.  they can provide information about the 
scope of the problem nationwide, as well as describe pharmacy board action in other states.  National groups also can help if you think 
the process might turn hostile and are worried about damaging your relationship with the board.  

Tips on Bringing Proof of a Refusal Problem to the Board

Pharmacy boards may be resistant to taking action on the issue of refusals in the pharmacy if there is no evidence that this is a problem 
in the state.  You can gather evidence in a number of ways:

Gather stories of women who have faced refusals.•	   You can do this by searching for refusal incidents in the local press, asking 
providers or friendly pharmacists if they know of any refusal incidents, or putting the word out via your website or listservs that 
you are looking to gather stories of women who have been refused contraception at the pharmacy.  

Survey individual pharmacies.•	   You should try to find out if pharmacies: (1) stock eC in their pharmacy; (2) permit pharmacists 
to refuse to dispense drugs, including eC; (3) have a policy on ensuring that prescriptions are filled and drugs are dispensed in 
general.

Check for prior complaints to the board.  •	 Use your state’s public records system to see if the board has received complaints 
about pharmacist refusals in the past.  

once you have evidence of refusing pharmacists or stories of individuals who have been refused, you can use that to file complaints, 
encourage the board on rulemaking, or bring media attention to the problem.

Tips on Making Arguments to the Board
When asking the state pharmacy board to take action on the issue of refusals, you should ensure that you have the strongest arguments 
ready and at your disposal.  Some arguments found to be persuasive are listed below:

The pharmacy board should regulate the profession with respect to refusals.  •	 Focus on the board’s mission and its 
responsibility to regulate the practice of pharmacy.  appeal to the board that it—not the legislature—should take ownership 

TIP: 

Find women with stories of refusals before approaching the board.  Boards often say, “this is not a problem.”  
Without actual incidents, it will be difficult to persuade the board otherwise.  if you have refusal victims, 
you can call upon them to testify before the board or file complaints.

TIP: 

Sample surveys are available from multiple sources.  mergerWatch’s toolkit on refusals in the pharmacy 
has a sample survey.  You also can find one in the report NaRal Pro-Choice North Carolina released about 
access to eC in pharmacies in their state.  See appendix D for these and other resources.
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of the issue of refusals in the pharmacy.  

Refusals are bad for public health.  •	 Refusals to provide medication mean that individuals are denied access to prescriptions 
for which they have an immediate legitimate medical need.  this could include contraception, HiV medication, or diabetes 
supplies.  transfers to other pharmacies can be burdensome, especially for low-income and rural consumers.  if your state has 
many rural areas, it is important to point out that traveling from one pharmacy to another in search of medication may not be 
possible. Nor does transfer to another pharmacy provide an adequate remedy if that pharmacy is closed, does not accept the 
patient’s insurance, or the patient cannot find transportation. in terms of contraception, refusals deny women basic health care.  
For some women, pregnancy can entail great health risks and even life-endangerment.  and contraception is used to treat 
medical conditions such as endometriosis, amenorrhea, and dysmenorrhea.

Protecting against refusals is consistent with existing pharmacy law in the state•	 .  as explained above, you will have already 
done searches into existing laws and regulations in your state that could be used to argue for a rule or policy on refusals.  
Such laws could include prohibitions against sex discrimination, pharmacy patient’s bills of rights, unprofessional conduct, and 
mandatory transfer provisions.  the application of these laws to refusals and examples are detailed in the National Women’s 
law Center’s legal guide, Don’t Take “No” For an Answer, available at www.nwlc.org. 

The trend in states is to protect patients’ access to medication at the pharmacy•	 .  encourage the board to look to measures 
in other states where pharmacy boards have taken steps to prohibit or limit pharmacist refusals.  See appendix a for a full 
description of other states’ actions thus far.

Major pharmacy chains are protecting consumers’ access to medication.•	   most national pharmacy chains, including 
Walgreens, Wal-mart, Rite aid, and CVS, ensure that patients can access medication in their stores, on demand and without 
discrimination or delay.  a rule or guidance from the pharmacy board protecting patient access to medication would be 
consistent with these existing policies.

Guidance can reduce conflict between employers and employees and the public•	 .  By spelling out the rights and 
responsibilities of all parties, this will help reduce litigation and unfavorable publicity for the profession.

Public opinion is squarely opposed to pharmacist refusals.•	  Use public opinion polls to show that there is broad support for 
prohibiting pharmacist refusals and requiring pharmacies to dispense all drugs, including eC.   

in a national opinion survey released in July 2007, which was conducted for the National Women’s law Center and ◊ 
Planned Parenthood Federation of america by Peter D. Hart Research associates, 71% of voters said that pharmacists 
should not be allowed to refuse to fill prescriptions on moral or religious grounds, including majorities of every voter 
demographic such as Republicans (56%), Catholics (73%), and evangelical Christians (53%).  even more respondents 
(73% overall) supported requiring pharmacies to dispense contraception to patients without discrimination or delay.

a poll conducted in may 2007 by lake Research Partners found that 82% of adults and registered voters believed that ◊ 
“pharmacies should be required to dispense birth control to patients without discrimination or delay.”  

National health care organizations support patient access.•	   the american Pharmacists association, National association of 
Boards of Pharmacy, american medical association, american Pharmacists association, National Boards of Pharmacy, american 
Women’s medical association, and american Public Health association have issued guidance protective of the patient’s right 
to receive medication.

Refusals discriminate against women.•	  there are strong arguments to be made that refusals constitute sex discrimination. 
See the Washington Human Rights Commission letters referenced above or the National Women’s law Center’s factsheet on 
this topic (www.nwlc.org).

Tips on Using Media to Influence the Board
Getting media attention to the problem of pharmacist refusals can be a very useful strategy 
to influence the board.  Before approaching the press, however, you should think through 
when and how to use media attention.  

the pharmacy board might want to avoid negative press so it might make sense to wait 
to approach the media until after you have approached the board.  For example, Family 
Planning advocates of New York State found that negative national media on refusals in the 
pharmacy spurred the New York State Board of Pharmacy to work more closely with them, 
as the board did not want that type of negative press in New York.  

TIP: 

it is better to talk about refusals based on “personal” beliefs, rather than refusals based on “religious” 
beliefs.

TIP: 

think about how media 
attention will play in your 
state. Will it help or hurt 
your cause?  
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if you think media attention will help, try to get press on the issue of refusals.  approach reporters about doing a story on the issue—note 
that you will have much better luck if you have a refusal victim whose story they can tell or know of a refusing pharmacist they can 
interview.  You also can encourage media to do surveys, on-line polls, or undercover work to find out pharmacy polices on refusals.  the 
Coloradoan, for example, called 21 stores in Fort Collins to see what they would say when asked about eC.  the paper then reported the 
results, as well as quotes from local advocates on the issue.54   

Press may spur action by the pharmacy board.  in Rhode island, the press contacted the executive director of the state pharmacy board 
about a refusal situation.  the executive director said that although no complaint was filed regarding the incident, the board would 
investigate the matter.55  

You also can approach the editorial board of your local paper.  in New Hampshire, for example, the editorial board of the Concord Monitor 
published a story calling for the board of pharmacy to investigate a refusal. the editorial cites patient-protective language in state law 
and says the board should impose discipline if the pharmacist failed to refer the woman.56  

TIP: 

letters to the editor are another way to keep the issue alive in the press.  

Things to Remember When Contacting the Board:

talk by phone with pharmacy board staff rather than  �
using impersonal e-mail.

avoid initiating too many duplicative calls on the same  �
topics.

ask for the executive director or other top-level  �
administrator. if contacts with him/her prove difficult, 
try dealing with other staff.

treat all staff respectfully and accept information from  �
anyone who is knowledgeable about your issue(s).

Before making a call to the pharmacy board office, make  �
a list of specific questions you want to ask.  take detailed 
notes.  

Follow up on any pharmacy board actions: e.g., send  �
thank-you notes, check in regarding pending issues, 
etc.
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Section 5:
What to Do After You Have 

a Law, Rule, or Policy on 
Refusals in the Pharmacy 

Even if you succeed in persuading your board 
to adopt a rule or policy on refusals, your work 

is not over. 
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If you are successful in convincing your state board of pharmacy to adopt a rule or policy protecting patients’ ability to obtain 
medication in the pharmacy, your work with the pharmacy board is not over.  You still have opportunities to work with the pharmacy 
board to continue improving patients’ experience and interaction with pharmacists.  this section is also relevant for advocates in states 
where the legislature adopted a law on refusals in the pharmacy.  

Clarify the Law, Rule, or Policy
if the pharmacy board passes a new rule or guidance on refusals or your state legislature passes a new law, it may be vague or contain 
language that needs clarification.  For example, the California law on refusals says that pharmacies must ensure “timely access” to 
medications.  advocates in California are in the process of working with the pharmacy board to develop new regulations that define and 
explain the concept of “timely access.”

Educate Others about the Law, Rule, or Policy
advocates can work with the state pharmacy board to educate pharmacists and consumers about the law, rule, or policy. advocates also 
can educate their members and allies, to ensure that individuals who come into contact with potential refusal victims are aware of the 
rule or policy and how to report problems.  Family Planning advocates of New York State sent their state’s guidelines on refusals and the 
phone number for filing complaints to all clinical members of FPa and instructed them on how to report a problem.   

Enforce the Law, Rule, or Policy
there are roles for advocates to play in ensuring that a patient-protective refusal law, rule, or policy is enforced in the state.  advocates 
can keep the pharmacy board informed of violations.  this can be done informally, if there is a good working relationship between your 
group and the state pharmacy board.  

it can also be done formally, using the complaint process.  For example, after a law was passed in California prohibiting a pharmacist 
from obstructing a patient’s efforts to receive medication, advocates heard from a young mother who was refused.  the pharmacist not 
only refused to fill her prescription for eC, but also refused to enter the prescription into the system so that it could be transferred.57  the 
National Women’s law Center assisted the woman in filing a complaint with the pharmacy board, alleging a violation of the law.  after an 
investigation, the pharmacy board found that the pharmacist violated California law by refusing to fill or transfer the prescription.  the 
pharmacist was fined $750.    

Codify the Policy Statement
if your board chose to issue a policy statement rather than a formal rule, you can continue in your efforts to get the board to undertake 
rulemaking.  

Keep in Contact with the Board
Continue to stay informed and involved with the pharmacy board.  Regularly attend board meetings, keep lines of communication open, 
and generally monitor its activities.  

Undertake Other Activities with the Board
even with a provision on refusals in place, there are other steps the board can take to help patients access medication and improve 
patient protections in the pharmacy.  Pharmacy boards could pass non-discrimination provisions or codes of ethics.  they could pass 
regulations on stocking or requirements that pharmacies notify consumers about their rights.  Boards can play a major role in pharmacist 
education about eC and in encouraging agreements that allow pharmacists to dispense eC directly to all women without a prescription.  
these other “asks” are detailed in the next section.
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Section 6:
Other Things You Can Ask 

Your Board to Do 

If your board will not address refusals, 
there are other tacks you can pursue 

that may be less controversial but still 
beneficial to consumer access.
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If your board is resistant to issuing a rule or policy directly addressing the issue of refusals in the pharmacy, there are other “asks” 
you can pursue that may seem less controversial but can still help women access contraception at the pharmacy.  these also might be 
options for advocacy if your board has already taken a position or adopted a rule on refusals or your legislature has passed a law.

Prohibition on Discrimination
one option is to ask the pharmacy board to initiate rulemaking in order to prohibit discrimination in the pharmacy.  a non-discrimination 
provision that includes sex or gender could be used in the event of a refusal to dispense prescription contraceptives or over-the-counter 
emergency contraception.  

eight states (aK, ia, me, mD, ND, oK, Pa, Wi) prohibit discrimination in the pharmacy on the basis of sex alongside other grounds.  these 
provisions make discrimination a ground for discipline.  a good example of a very inclusive non-discrimination provision is iowa’s, which 
states:

it is unethical to unlawfully discriminate between patients or groups of patients for reasons of religion, race, creed, color, 
gender, gender identity, sexual orientation, marital status, age, national origin, physical or mental disability, or disease state 
when providing pharmaceutical services.58

Pursuing a non-discrimination provision also would present an opportunity for reproductive rights advocates to partner with non-
traditional allies who would be invested in ensuring fairness in the pharmacy.  By placing sex alongside other prohibited grounds—such 
as race, age, or disease state—in a non-discrimination provision, advocates could work with groups such as minority groups, disability 
groups, or HiV/aiDS groups.   

Pharmacy Patient’s Bill of Rights or Code of Ethics
You also might consider asking your pharmacy board to adopt a pharmacy patient’s bill of rights or a code of ethics.  these are generally 
statements of the rights pharmacy patients deserve as a recipient of pharmacy services and a guide to the professional conduct of 
pharmacists.  

Some states have a pharmacy patient’s bill of rights or code of ethics that provides protections for customers seeking medication.  For 
example, Wyoming has a binding codes of ethics in its state pharmacy regulations requiring that a pharmacist “hold the health and safety 
of patients to be of first consideration. . . .”59  New Hampshire has both a code of ethics and a patient’s bill of rights.  its code of ethics 
requires that the pharmacist “fulfill all professional obligations conscientiously and with due respect for the physical and well-being 
of the community. . . .”60  its patient’s bill of rights says that patients have a right to “have their prescriptions dispensed and pharmacy 
services provided at a pharmacy of their choice in an atmosphere which allows for confidential communication. . . .”61  

Stocking Requirements
Women continue to encounter problems with accessing eC because some pharmacies do not stock it. For example, a recent survey by 
NaRal Pro-Choice North Carolina Foundation found that 40% of pharmacies surveyed did not have eC in stock.  and only 57% of rural 
pharmacies had it in stock at the time of the survey.62  although no state has a law or regulation requiring pharmacies to stock particular 
drugs or medication, there are states that recognize that pharmacies should be responsive to the community they serve and stock drugs 
to meet those needs.  eighteen (18) states have such provisions in their administrative codes.63  

the language of each state’s stocking provision varies, but each requires pharmacies to be responsive to their customers.  Some require 
the pharmacy to stock drugs to meet the needs of the community it serves; others require a stock sufficient to serve or protect public 
health; others require a “representative” or “adequate” stock of drugs.  these provisions are consistent with the practice of pharmacy—
they ensure that customers’ needs are met while also allowing pharmacies the discretion to make business decisions based on their 
location and customer base.  a pharmacy in a retirement community, for example, would not be expected to stock eC, while a pharmacy 
near a college campus would need to do so. 

these types of stocking provisions already have proved useful in challenging bans on stocking eC.  in massachusetts, NaRal massachusetts 
and other advocates used their state’s stocking provision as the basis for a complaint filed with the state pharmacy board in early 2006.  
the complaint said that Wal-mart’s refusal to stock eC violated the state’s provision, which requires all pharmacies to “maintain on the 
premises at all times . . . commonly prescribed medications in accordance with the usual needs of the community.”64  the massachusetts 
pharmacy board agreed and ordered Wal-mart to stock and dispense eC at all of its pharmacies in massachusetts.  

Getting a similar provision in your state could provide a useful tool if you encounter refusals to stock eC or other drugs that are crucial to 
women’s health and well being.   one of the best provisions is Pennsylvania’s, which states: “a pharmacy shall maintain a supply of drugs 
and devices adequate to meet the needs of the health professions and the patients it is intended to serve.”65  

TIP: 

the american Pharmacist association’s Code of ethics has patient-protective provisions that can serve as a 
model for state pharmacy boards.  http://www.aphanet.org/ 
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Notice in Pharmacies
another strategy for advocates is working with the pharmacy board to require pharmacies to post notices related to eC and refusals.  

Notice in pharmacies that do not stock EC and a referral to another pharmacy

You could work with the pharmacy board to require pharmacies to post notice if they do not stock eC.  one state—Co—has this 
requirement,66 as does New York City.67  even better would be notice of not stocking and a referral to another pharmacy known to have 
the medication in stock.  the addition of the referral requirement will save women critical time in their search for another pharmacy that 
carries the drug.  the city of madison, Wisconsin requires notice of this type.68  a similar notice requirement could be developed through 
the pharmacy board, and apply state-wide.

Such notice requirements balance a pharmacy’s decision not to stock eC with the needs of a patient seeking lawful medication that is 
most effective the earlier it is taken.  Notice requirements may be effective in increasing the percentage of pharmacies that stock.  For 
example, in New York City, in 2002 only 55% of pharmacies stocked eC.  the notice requirement was passed in 2003.  a recent survey 
indicated that 94% of pharmacies now stock eC.69  

Notice in pharmacies of anti-refusal provisions 

if you are in a state with a law or policy prohibiting or limiting refusals, you could ask the pharmacy board to require pharmacies to post 
signs that inform customers of the provisions.  the sign also could include information about filing a complaint in case the provisions 
are not followed.  in illinois, for example, the Department of Financial and Professional Regulations amended its administrative code to 
require all retail pharmacies to post notice of customers’ rights under the state’s anti-refusal regulation, and also information about how 
customers can file a complaint if they are refused.70  although this action came at the direction of the governor, it could come through 
the pharmacy board instead.

Pharmacist Education and Training 
there is a lack of awareness about what emergency contraception is and how it works.  Unfortunately, many pharmacists confuse eC with 
the abortion pill, or RU-486, even though they have different outcomes, mechanisms of action, and distribution.  there is also widespread 
confusion among pharmacy staff about the specific conditions under which Plan B® can be sold in pharmacies.71 this leads to consumers 
leaving the pharmacy without eC, because of the misconception that they could not obtain it.

one potential avenue for advocates is to work with your state pharmacy board to educate pharmacy staff about eC.  education should 
focus not only on what eC is and how it works, but on the FDa’s conditions for sale of eC otC.  For example:

Both mergerWatch and Pharmacy access Partnership have facilitated pharmacist trainings on eC across the country •	
and are willing to work with state advocates and pharmacy boards to set up trainings.  Surveys done after mergerWatch’s 
trainings indicated an improvement in the level of knowledge about how eC works and increased understanding of the FDa 
restrictions.72 

Family Planning advocates of New York State worked with the state pharmacy board and other members of a broad coalition •	
in the state to develop and disseminate factsheets targeted at pharmacists and consumers.  three factsheets were created to 
increase pharmacists’ awareness about Plan B® and inform consumers about what to expect when they purchase Plan B® at 
a pharmacy.  the pharmacy board assisted in development and distribution.  the board also helped disseminate information 
about a web conference convened by the advocates.  to view these factsheets and find a link to the web conference, go to the 
Resources section at www.edfundfpa.org or www.fpaofnys.org.  

Pharmacy Access to EC
another initiative advocates could work on with pharmacy boards is passing agreements to allow pharmacists to prescribe and dispense 
eC to women without a prescription from a doctor.  Nine states—aK, Ca, Hi, me, ma, NH, Nm, Vt, and Wa– have these “collaborative 
practice” agreements.  Despite the FDa’s decision to allow women 18 and older to access eC without a prescription, these laws are 
still needed to ensure that women under the age of 18 will be able to access eC in a timely manner and without unnecessary hurdles.  
Pharmacists and pharmacy boards tend to support such agreements, since they give pharmacists more authority.  Pharmacy access 
Partnership’s website (http://www.go2ec.org/) can help you figure out whether your state has an optimal environment for such an 
initiative. 

TIP: 

Remember: Women and men over 18 can purchase eC without a prescription.  and anyone who is authorized 
to be behind the pharmacy counter—including pharmacy interns and technicians—can check i.D. and sell 
Plan B®.  it does not have to be the pharmacist!
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Appendix A  
States That Have Taken a Position on Pharmacist Refusals
most pharmacy boards remain silent on the issue of pharmacist refusals despite continuing occurrences all over the country.  as of 
January 2008, 18 states have explicitly addressed the issue.  Seven states ensure women’s access to contraception at the pharmacy.  
Seven states have policies that allow refusals, but prohibit pharmacists from obstructing patient access to medication or from refusing 
to transfer or refer prescriptions to another pharmacy.  only four states permit refusals without any patient protections.  these laws, 
regulations, and policies are described below.  

States Requiring Pharmacies or Pharmacists to Provide Medication

there are currently seven states that ensure access to medication in the pharmacy. 

California

in 2005 the California legislature passed a law that prevents pharmacists from obstructing a patient in obtaining a prescription drug.  
the law permits refusals based on personal beliefs  only if the pharmacist has notified the employer in writing and the employer can 
accommodate the refusal without undue hardship.  the pharmacy is responsible for putting in place protocols that ensure the patient 
will have “timely access” to their prescribed drug.  the California law also requires posting a notice to consumers of their rights.73  

Illinois

Prompted by a rash of refusal incidents, Governor Blagojevich ordered the Department of Financial and Professional Regulation to issue 
an emergency regulation on the topic.  the rule, which later became permanent, requires retail pharmacies that sell contraceptives to fill 
prescriptions for birth control, without delay, if in stock.74  When a contraceptive is not in stock, the pharmacy must follow the customer’s 
wishes and provide an alternative, order the drug, transfer the prescription to another pharmacy, or return it to the customer.75  a later 
regulation from the Department requires pharmacies to post notice of the original rule, so that patients are informed of their rights.76

Maine

a maine pharmacy regulation passed by the board of pharmacy interprets maine law to make clear that a pharmacist may refuse to fill a 
prescription or dispense drugs only for professional reasons.77  

Massachusetts 

the massachusetts Board of Pharmacy established an explicit requirement for pharmacists to fill prescriptions in 2004 in response to a 
letter of inquiry from an advocate about the issue.78  in the letter, the Board said pharmacists must fill prescriptions, including those for 
eC, pursuant to a review for contraindications and similar concerns.79   

Nevada

the Nevada Pharmacy Board passed a rule in 2006 which allows a pharmacist to refuse to fill a prescription on professional grounds.80  
the general counsel of the pharmacy board has interpreted this rule to mean that refusals based on other considerations, such as 
personal beliefs, could result in discipline.81   

New Jersey

in November 2007, Governor Corzine of New Jersey signed a bill into law that places a duty on the pharmacy to ensure that drug orders 
are filled “without delay,” even if an individual pharmacist refuses. if the drug is not in stock, the law mandates that the pharmacy order it, 
transfer the prescription to another pharmacy “reasonably accessible to the patient,” or return the prescription, whichever the customer 
chooses.82  

Washington

in april 2007, the Washington State Board of Pharmacy finalized a rule that requires pharmacies to deliver in a timely manner lawfully 
prescribed drugs and devices as well as drugs approved for restricted distribution, which includes non-prescription eC.83 the rule 
addresses situations where the drug is out of stock.  the board additionally passed rules clarifying that it is unprofessional conduct if a 
pharmacist or pharmacy destroys an unfilled prescription, refuses to return an unfilled lawful prescription, violates a patient’s privacy, 
discriminates against a patient, or intimidates or harasses a patient.84  

States Permitting Refusals but Prohibiting Obstruction

Seven state pharmacy boards have issued policy guidance or policies permitting individual pharmacist refusals but prohibiting 
obstruction or refusals to refer and transfer patients’ prescription information.

Alabama

in its February 2007 newsletter, the alabama board of pharmacy described its position on refusals and Plan B®.  it said that alabama 
pharmacists have right to refuse but there should be a concerted effort to provide a meaningful referral.85
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Delaware

in its march 2006 newsletter, the Delaware Board of Pharmacy announced its position on refusals.  it said while there is no regulation 
requiring pharmacists to dispense every prescription, pharmacists cannot interfere with a patient’s right to receive medication.86  in 
November 2007, the Delaware Board of Pharmacy codified a rule requiring pharmacists-in-charge to establish protocols to deal with a 
refusal situation.87  the statement and rule operate together; protocols should respect a pharmacist’s right to refuse without interfering 
with the patient’s right to receive timely drug therapy.

New York

in November 2005, the New York Board of Pharmacy issued practice guidelines on refusals.  the guidelines permit refusals, but prohibit 
refusing pharmacists from obstructing patient access to drugs.  they also make clear that verbal abuse or other harassment of a patient 
constitutes unprofessional conduct.  the guidelines tell pharmacies to assure delivery of services to patients.88  

North Carolina

in april 2005, the North Carolina Board of Pharmacy issued a policy statement on refusals.  it says that although pharmacists have a right 
to avoid moral or ethical conflicts, they do not have the right to obstruct otherwise legitimate prescription dispensing or delivery.  it 
requires pharmacists to get patients and prescriptions to another pharmacist who will dispense the prescription in a timely manner.89

Oregon

the oregon Board of Pharmacy issued a statement on refusals in November 2005, and clarified it in June 2006.  the statement permits 
pharmacists to refuse, but prohibits interference and clarifies that it is unprofessional conduct for a pharmacist to lecture a patient, 
violate the patient’s privacy or confiscate or tamper with a patient’s prescription.  the statement requires pharmacies to adopt policies to 
ensure that patients’ needs are met in case of a refusal.90

Pennsylvania

in october 2007 the Pennsylvania Board of Pharmacy adopted a statement of policy.  it allows pharmacists to refuse to fill a prescription 
based on personal beliefs, but says the pharmacist cannot interfere.  it tells pharmacies to devise guidelines to assure delivery of services 
to patients in need.91

Texas

the texas Board of Pharmacy posted a position statement on its website in late 2006.  it says that pharmacists who refuse to fill 
prescriptions or sell medications (such as non-prescription eC) should refer patients to another pharmacist within the pharmacy or refer 
the patient to a pharmacy where the patient can obtain the medication.92

States Permitting Refusals

Four states have explicit laws or regulations allowing a pharmacist to refuse to dispense medication without patient protections, such as 
prohibitions on obstruction or requirements for referrals or transfers.  

Arkansas

an arkansas law from 1973 allows pharmacists to refuse to supply contraceptive procedures, supplies, and information.93

 Georgia

a Georgia pharmacy regulation specifies that it will not be considered unprofessional conduct for any pharmacist to refuse to fill any 
prescription based on ethical or moral beliefs.94  

Mississippi

a mississippi law passed in 2004 allows all health care providers, including pharmacists, and all health care institutions, including 
pharmacies, to refuse to dispense or administer any drug, device, or medication.95

South Dakota

a 1998 South Dakota law specifies that pharmacists can refuse to dispense medication if there is “reason to believe” the medication 
would be used to “cause an abortion.”96  
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Appendix B
Elements of a Model “Duty to Dispense” Rule or Policy
the most important element of any rule or policy on refusals is to ultimately guarantee that customers receive their medication in-store, 
in a timely manner without hassle.  Some state pharmacy boards have permitted pharmacists from refusing altogether.  it is more likely 
that your board will want to accommodate refusals.  Below are elements of a policy that recognizes the delicate balance between a 
pharmacist’s personal beliefs and the patient’s right to receive medication in a timely manner and without obstruction.

 Burden on the Pharmacy

the best way to guarantee access to medication in the event of a pharmacist refusal is to put the burden on the pharmacy to deliver 
medication to customers.  this type of policy allows patients to have their drugs dispensed at the pharmacies of their choice and still 
allows accommodation of pharmacists who may have an objection to dispensing certain drugs.   

on-site Delivery•	 : the policy should require pharmacies to guarantee that lawful requests for in-stock medication (absent 
contraindications or other professional concerns) are filled expeditiously and without delay at the same pharmacy.  this 
approach truly meets patients’ needs and is consistent with what other states have done, major pharmacy chain policies, and 
federal law.

advance Notice to the Pharmacy•	 :  the policy should require pharmacists to notify their employers in advance, in writing, about 
any objections they may have to dispensing certain classes of drugs.  

accommodation•	 : employers may attempt to accommodate the religious beliefs of their employees after receiving notice.  But 
this accommodation is required by federal law only if doing so would not constitute an “undue hardship,” a standard not defined 
in law.  a provision governing refusals could include a definition of undue hardship that delineates factors to be considered, 
such as degree of financial costs, impact on the pharmacy’s reputation, and delay to the patient in receiving medication.  

Ensuring Access to Non-Prescription EC

any rule or policy on refusals also should make sure those seeking non-prescription eC receive the same protections as patients seeking 
prescription medication.  this could be accomplished by adding language specific to non-prescription eC.  the Washington Board of 
Pharmacy used “drugs and devices approved by the U.S. Food and Drug administration for restricted distribution by pharmacies”97 to 
capture non-prescription eC.

Out of Stock Drugs

it is important that the rule or policy govern what happens when a drug is out of stock.  the policy should allow the patient to choose 
what the pharmacist’s subsequent course of action should be.  in illinois, the patient has the option of receiving an alternative, ordering 
the drug, transferring the prescription to a local pharmacy of their choice, or requesting to have the unfilled prescription returned.98

Preserving Pharmacist Duties 

the rule or policy also should clarify that a pharmacist must still complete their traditional duties, such as checking for possible drug 
interactions or contraindications in all circumstances.  

Treating Patients with Respect

Refusals to dispense legal prescriptions or medications have sometimes included moralistic lectures, harassment and intimidation, 
misrepresentation about whether a drug is in stock or the way it works, disclosure of private medical information, and refusals to return 
prescriptions to patients.  any policy or rule should ensure that pharmacy personnel and pharmacies always treat patients with respect 
and do not:

intimidate, threaten, or harass customers in the delivery of services;•	

interfere with or obstruct the delivery of services;•	

intentionally misrepresent or deceive customers about the availability of medication or its mechanism of action;•	

Breach patient confidentiality; or•	

Refuse to return a valid, lawful prescription upon customer request.•	

Some states already have laws protecting against this behavior.  the rule or policy could either reference these sections or restate and 
add to them.  
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Appendix C
Sample Complaint to the Pharmacy Board in the Event of a Refusal
Contained below is the text of complaint that was filed in one state, with all identifying information removed.  it illustrates that what is 
most important in filing a complaint is for the individual to explain what happened, in his/her own voice.  Reference to existing laws or 
regulations that may have been violated is helpful, but not necessary.

i am a 26 year old married woman with a six month old daughter.  i live in [town], a community that does not have a 
pharmacy.  to meet my pharmaceutical needs, i travel 45 minutes to [city].   

on the night of Friday, Jan. 27th, 2006, my husband and i experienced a birth control failure.  i called my doctor at 
8:00 am on Saturday, Jan. 28th, and he recommended that i obtain Plan B, an emergency contraceptive that is only 
effective for up to 72 hours. 

my physician, [name], called in a prescription for emergency contraception to my regular pharmacy.  When i went 
to pick it up later that afternoon, i learned that my pharmacy was closed.  at that point i immediately contacted 
[physician], who called the prescription in to [pharmacy] at [address] in [city] by leaving a message on the pharmacy’s 
intake line.  around 5 Pm, my husband and i went to [pharmacy] to obtain the prescription.  the pharmacist on duty, 
[name], refused to fill the prescription, even though the drug was in stock, as we later learned.  He also refused to 
accept the prescription into the system and transfer it to another pharmacy.  [Pharmacist] was the only pharmacist on 
duty at [pharmacy] at that time.  in addition to [pharmacist’s] refusal to transfer or fill the prescription, he also berated 
me and my husband, whom he refused to acknowledge as my husband.  He said “if you and your boyfriend were not 
so irresponsible, you would not have to be dealing with this.”  We left the pharmacy without the prescription and with 
no option for having it transferred to another pharmacy. 

immediately upon leaving the pharmacy, we called [physician] to let him know what had happened.  [Physician] called 
[pharmacist] to try to understand why he would not fill the prescription and to encourage him to transfer it elsewhere.  
[Pharmacist] steadfastly refused to either transfer the prescription or fill it.  at that point, i called [pharmacist] again 
myself to better understand why he would not fill or transfer the prescription, and he refused to budge.  Because it 
was close to 8:00 Pm by this time, and our pharmacy options were rapidly decreasing, [physician] called [pharmacist] 
once more to try to convince him to dispense the prescription, but he refused once more.   

When we returned home, we called the pharmacy and asked to speak to the manager.  We explained what had 
happened to [name], the on-duty supervisor.  [on-duty supervisor] in turn called her manager for guidance.  [on-
duty supervisor] then called us back to say that we needed to call the corporate office, because the refusal was a 
“legal issue.”  [on-duty supervisor] refused to give me the name of the pharmacist that had refused my prescription.  i 
did not hear back from [pharmacy] until almost a month later, when a representative from the corporate office called 
to tell me that i had to wait until the Regional Pharmacy manager, [name], returned from vacation in order to “settle” 
this matter.  the corporate office released [pharmacist’s] name at that time.  When [Regional Pharmacy manager] 
finally called on Feb. 22nd, he admitted that [pharmacist] did not comply with the law or with [pharmacy’s] corporate 
policy, but did not offer any other explanation or remedy.    

i believe that [Pharmacy], as well as the pharmacist who refused to fill or transfer my prescription for emergency 
contraception, are in violation of [reference to section of law].  this provision states that no pharmacist may “obstruct 
a patient in obtaining a prescription drug or device that has been legally prescribed or ordered.”  By refusing to 
transfer my prescription to another pharmacy, this pharmacist obstructed my ability to get the drug filled elsewhere.  
although [section of law] permits pharmacists to refuse to dispense drugs, it does not permit pharmacists to refuse 
to transfer a prescription based on their personal beliefs or to lecture patients about “responsibility.”  in addition, this 
provision specifically requires pharmacy employers to establish protocols in the event of a refusal to ensure timely 
access to prescribed drugs.  

Because of the actions of [Pharmacy] and [pharmacist], i was unable to fill my prescription for Plan B at the time that it 
would have been most effective, and therefore was denied timely medical care as prescribed by my doctor.  although 
i was eventually able to get my prescription filled (after the 72 hour timeframe), i still do not know whether i will face 
an unplanned pregnancy as a result of this incident.  i respectfully request that the State Board of Pharmacy take 
disciplinary measures against both [Pharmacy] as well as the pharmacist who refused to transfer my prescription.  
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Appendix D
Resources

National Women’s Law Center

the Pharmacy Refusal Project website provides up-to-date and detailed information related to the issue, including a map of state laws, 
pharmacy board policies, and rules on the issue, a legal guide, and a toll-free number to call for assistance in the event of a refusal.

http://www.nwlc.org/  

American Civil Liberties Union

Religious Refusals and Reproductive Rights: Accessing Birth Control at the Pharmacy. the aClU’s guide to refusals provides a framework for 
evaluating the appropriateness of religiously motivated refusals to provide reproductive health services.  

http://www.aclu.org/images/asset_upload_file576_29402.pdf

American Pharmacists Association

Emergency Contraception: The Pivotal Role of the Pharmacist. a special report for pharmacists, containing the latest information on emergency 
contraception and related issues, intended to educate the pharmacist so that s/he is able to provide better patient care.

http://www.cecity.com/apha/ce_monographs/emergency_contraception/apha_emergency_contraception_print.pdf  

Family Planning Advocates of New York State

the education Fund of Family Planning advocates of New York State has created fact sheets for consumers and for pharmacists and pharmacy 
staff on the provision of Plan B®. 

http://www.edfundfpa.org/resources/#ec 

NARAL Pro-Choice America

Who Decides? NaRal’s state-specific pages can help you keep abreast of refusal-related laws and bills in your state.

http://www.prochoiceamerica.org/choice-action-center/in_your_state/

NARAL Pro-Choice North Carolina Foundation

Access to Emergency Contraception in North Carolina Pharmacies. includes a copy of the survey used to assess availability of eC in North Carolina 
pharmacies, as well as pharmacists’ knowledge and attitudes concerning eC.

http://www.prochoicenorthcarolina.org/assets/files/ecaccessfinal.pdf

National Association of Boards of Pharmacy

Hosts a list of all state pharmacy boards, as well as newsletters of 34 state pharmacy boards.  NaBP also publishes an annual Survey of Pharmacy 
law, which provides summary data about issues in pharmacy across all 50 states, including board membership, discipline of pharmacist 
licenses, prescribing and dispensing authority, and patient counseling requirements.  there is a fee charged for access to the Survey.

http://www.nabp.net/ 

MergerWatch

Protecting Women’s Rights at the Pharmacy Counter: Advocacy Strategies from States and Localities. mergerWatch’s pharmacy refusal toolkit 
includes advocacy tips, a sample survey, and letters to the editor.

http://www.mergerwatch.org/pdfs/bp_pharm_tookit.pdf 

Pharmacy Access Partnership

Contains information about state policies that permit pharmacists to provide eC to women of all ages without a prescription, as well as an 
analysis of which states could be friendly to similar policies.  

http://www.go2ec.org/

Planned Parenthood Federation of America

Fill My Pills Now! PPFa’s campaign website on refusals in the pharmacy includes a scorecard of retail pharmacies’ policies on the issue.

http://www.saveroe.com//campaigns/fillmypillsnow 

USPharmD

list of pharmacy schools, by state.

http://www.uspharmd.com/school/ 
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